Book List Year 6
Slime by David Walliams: WELCOME TO THE ISLE OF MULCH...
This little island is home to a large number of horrible grown-ups. The
school, the local park, the toy shop and even the island's ice-cream van
are all run by awful adults who like nothing more than making children
miserable. And the island is owned by the most awful one of all - Aunt
Greta Greed! Something needs to be done about them. But who
could be brave enough? Meet Ned - an extraordinary boy with a
special power. SLIMEPOWER!

Planet Omar by Zanib Mian
Omar has just moved into a new house with his family: sticky-fingered
little brother Esa, snooty older sister Maryam and his scientist parents.
Going to a new school turns out to be okay, apart from the fact that class
bully Daniel tells Omar that because he's a Muslim, he's going to be
kicked out of the country and will have to go and live in Pakistan.
Understandably worried, Omar asks his cousin if that's true, and both
hope it isn't, because there's a distinct lack of good pizza there. Plus,
there's mean Mrs Rogers next door who complains loudly about Omar's
mum frying onions.
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Toto: The Wizard of Oz as Told by The Dog by Michael Murpurgo
When a twister descends on their Kansas farm, Toto and his owner
Dorothy hide in the house – only to be plucked into the air and
whisked away! Toto and Dorothy are desperate to return home –
after all, home is home, and home is best! They set off with their new
friends on a journey down the yellow brick road to find the only
person who might be able to help them: the Wonderful Wizard of Oz.
But what they find may surprise them. On the way, what they think
they are missing might have been there, all along…

The House of One Hundred Clocks by A.G Howard
Helena and her parrot, Orbit, are swept off to Cambridge when her
father is appointed clock-winder to one of the wealthiest men in
England. There is only one rule: the clocks must never stop.
But Helena discovers the house of one hundred clocks holds many
mysteries; a ghostly figure, strange notes and disappearing winding
keys Can she work out its secrets before time runs out?

The Super Miraculous Journey of Freddie Yates by Jenny Pearson
Roping in his two best friends on a surreal summer holiday adventure,
Freddie is forced to negotiate onion-eating competitions, exploding
toilets and the indignity of dressing up as Supergirl.
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The Boy Who Fooled The World by Lisa Thompson
Cole is the odd one out at school: the other kids have the latest gadgets
and trainers while his family struggles to make ends meet. Until the day
one of his paintings is talent-spotted and sells for thousands of pounds at
a posh London gallery. Suddenly, Cole is the toast of the international art
world, the star guest on TV shows, rich beyond his wildest dreams, hailed
as a boy genius! Being famous is FANTASTIC... but Cole has a guilty secret
that if exposed will bring everything crashing down around him...

Vote For Effie by Laura Wood
Join Effie Kostas as she fights to become Student Council President in her
new school. With a campaign team of loveable misfits, she tackles the
truly important subjects: gender imbalance, outdated school
conventions...and good-looking boys stealing the last slice of chocolate
cake at lunchtime. A laugh out-loud rallying call for switched-on kids
everywhere.

Charlie Hernandez & The League Of Shadows by Ryan Calejo
A young boy named Charlie Hernandez loves his Latin American culture
and heritage. Although he enjoys the folklore, he has no faith that any of
his culture’s magical tales are true. Until he begins to experience them for
himself. He finds himself right in the middle of a mystical war between
light and dark. With the help of his crush and his grandmother’s stories,
he has to save his parents, himself and the world…
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